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Italy and Tunisia revive plans for 600 MW
interconnector
The power line, under development by Italian transmission company Terna and
Tunisian gas and electricity group STEG since 2003, was originally conceived to export
power generated in Tunisia to Italy but is now based on an electricity exchange in the
opposite direction.
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Italian deputy PM Luigi di Maio signed an agreement this week to bring the long planned Elmed
interconnector
a step uses
nearer.
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Italy’s deputy prime minister and minister of economic development, Luigi di Maio, and
Tunisian minister of industry and SMEs Zied Ladhari have committed to build an extra-high
voltage direct current connection between the Sicilian town of Partanna and the Cap Bon
peninsula on the Tunisian coast.
The ‘Elmed’ infrastructure project, agreed at the rst Italy-Tunisia intergovernmental summit
on Tuesday, will make it possible to integrate the two electricity markets, signi cantly
improving the interconnection of the EU system with North Africa, said Five Star Movement
leader Di Maio.
“The objective is to increase the safety and sustainability of electrical systems within an
interconnected Euro-Mediterranean network, which also gives the possibility of covering part
of the growing demand of African countries with energy produced by EU countries,” the Italian
government added.
Project development was begun by Italian grid operator Terna and Tunisian state-owned
utility, the Société tunisienne de l’électricité et du gaz (STEG) in 2003, with the partners
planning a 1 GW power line and a 1.2 GW power plant in Tunisia which would export some 800
MW of energy to Italy. In 2011, after recession in the EU economy and a resulting drop in power
demand which led to overcapacity in Italy, the partners agreed to downsize the line to 600
MW and to scrap the North African generation plant.
The rst joint declaration for the project had been signed by the governments of the two
countries in 2007 and led to a 50/50 joint venture company – Elmes Etudes Sarl – to carry out
pre-construction activity on the power line.
Change of direction
In 2016 the project became part of Terna’s National Electricity Transmission Grid Development
Plan, as well as part of the Ten Year Network Development Plan formulated by the European
Network of Transmission System Operators.
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The World Bank, which is arranging nancing for the project, says terrestrial and marine
feasibility studies which have been put out to tender, as well as transaction advisory services
and a nancial model, should be nished before 2022. The multilateral lender said the Elmed
interconnector is now being planned to respond to rising electricity demand in Tunisia, which
has constrained transmission capacity.
The interconnector will also contribute to achieving Tunisia’s renewables development by
providing access to large back-up power capacity which will ease the integration of
intermittent solar and wind energy into the Tunisian grid, the World Bank added.
Sicily and southern Italy house most of the 20 GW of installed solar power capacity the
country had amassed by the end of last year, with most new projects also under development
or construction in the regions.
The Elmed project may also increase exchanges between Tunisia and Algeria and Libya, the
World Bank said. “The Elmed interconnector is strongly supported by the governments of Italy
and Tunisia, and by the European Union as well as by other countries such as Germany and
Algeria,” added the lender.
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